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Featured Application: The database featured in the present work aims to support researchers and
decisionmakers in planning future investigations and in evaluating current knowledge on polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons when it comes to fixing the limits to PAH levels in fishery products.

Abstract: The aim of this work was to collect and harmonize the results of several studies achieved
over the years, in order to obtain a database of georeferenced observations on polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) in Western and Central Mediterranean seafood. For each observation, some
information on the taxonomy and the ecology of the sampled species are reported, as well as details
on the investigated hydrocarbon, and spatial and temporal information on sampling. Moreover, two
health risk indexes were calculated for each record and included in the database. Through several
statistical methods, we conducted a meta-analysis of the data on some of the species in this database,
identifying trends that could be related to the biology of the investigated organisms, as well as to
the physico-chemical properties of each hydrocarbon and to the oceanographic characteristic of this
part of the Mediterranean. The analysis of the data showed that, at a consumption rate like the one
typical of the Italian population, seafood caught from the area considered in the present work seems
to pose a minimal risk to health. However, we also found evidence of an increasing trend of PAH
concentrations in Mediterranean mussels, pointing to the need for constant monitoring.

Keywords: environmental pollutants; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons; seafood; Mediterranean
Sea; Adriatic Sea; Ionian Sea; Tyrrhenian Sea; database; meta-analysis; contaminants

1. Introduction

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a large group of toxic [1,2] organic
compounds, made up of a variable number of fused aromatic rings of carbon and hydro-
gen [3,4].

Depending on their origin, PAHs can be classified as petrogenic and pyrolytic (or
pyrogenic). Pyrolytic PAHs result from the incomplete combustion of organic matter,
such as the combustion of wood, oil, vehicular and industrial emissions and forest fires;
petrogenic PAHs, instead, derive from fossil fuels, and can occur as a result of oil spills and
petroleum production [5,6].

As regards chemical structure, low molecular weight (LMW) PAHs comprise two to
three aromatic rings, while PAHs comprising four aromatic rings are defined as middle
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molecular weight (MMW) PAHs, and those made of five or more rings are referred to
as high molecular weight (HMW) PAHs [3]. In the marine environment, MMW- and
HMW PAHs are mostly pyrolytic in their origin, while LMW PAHs are from petrogenic
sources [7,8].

From a chemical point of view, LMW- and HMW PAHs behave differently, with MMW
PAHs showing intermediate behavior. In particular, HMW PAHs are much less insoluble
in water, and so they tend to bind organic particulate matter, being less bioavailable for
their uptake from the water. Despite this, they can still be absorbed by aquatic organisms
from sediments and particulate matter present in the water column [3,9].

For non-smokers, the major source of exposure to PAHs is diet; seafood, along with
cereals, is a major contributor to the dietary intake of these compounds in Europe [10]. In
2011, the EU set the maximum allowable levels of benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) and of the sum of
four HMW PAHs (PAH4; i.e., benzo(a)anthracene BaA, chrysene Chr, benzo(b)fluoranthene
BbF, and BaP) in several fishery products (Table 1) [11].

Table 1. Maximum levels for PAHs in seafood, set by EU in 2011 [11]. Concentrations are expressed
in mg/kg.

Foodstuffs Maximum Levels for BaP
(mg/kg)

Maximum Levels for PAH4 1

(mg/kg)

Muscle meat of smoked fish
and smoked fishery products 0.002 0.012

Bivalve mollusks (fresh,
chilled or frozen) 0.005 0.030

Bivalve mollusks (smoked) 0.006 0.035
1 PAH4 sum of BaA, Chr, BbF and BaP.

Several factors could affect PAHs concentrations in seafood. As already mentioned,
physico-chemical properties of PAHs influence their bioavailability, HMW PAHs being
less available for uptake from the water, compared to LMW and MMW PAHs. Moreover,
in fish, HMW PAHs are readily excreted, thanks to their fast metabolism, whose rate is
higher compared to that of lighter PAHs [9,12]. PAHs levels in seafood also depend on
the nutritional condition of the organism [13] and on the season [14], likely as an effect
of changes in the pollutant environmental inputs [12], seasonal variation of the pollutant
elimination rate [15], hydrodynamic processes [16], and/or because of factors pertaining
to the reproductive cycle of the species [17]. Even the age of the fish is related to PAH
accumulation, with earlier stages of life being more prone to accumulating higher amounts
of contaminants because of the immaturity of detoxification pathways [15]. Finally, the level
of PAHs varies with the species taken into account, and this is also because of differences
in the PAH-metabolizing capability [18]. Most notably, filter feeding organisms show the
slowest PAHs elimination rates [14]. Accordingly, metabolic efficiency is greater in fish,
intermediate in crustaceans and lowest in mollusks [19].

Over the years, several studies have investigated the levels of PAHs in seafood caught
in the Adriatic [12,20–35], Ionian [9,20,34,36–39], and Tyrrhenian Seas [7,14,16,17,19,30,40–50],
with the aims of monitoring the environmental status of particularly impacted areas [39,48],
improving the knowledge of factors influencing PAHs levels in marine species [12,35], and,
ultimately, informing decisionmakers when it comes to fixing the limits to PAH levels in
fishery products [9].

The aim of this work was to collect and harmonize the results of those studies, in
order to obtain a database of georeferenced observations on PAHs in seafood caught in
the Western and Central Mediterranean Sea. For each observation, information on the
taxonomy and the ecology of the investigated species are reported, as well as any details on
the hydrocarbon, temporal and spatial information on sampling. Additionally, two health
risk indexes were calculated for each record and included in the database. Finally, we
conducted a meta-analysis of the data on Mediterranean mussel, Manila clam, red mullet
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and common sole, identifying trends that could be related to the biology of the investigated
organisms, as well as to the physico-chemical properties of each hydrocarbon and to the
water circulation in this part of the Mediterranean.

2. Materials and Methods

The literature search was carried out using Scopus and PubMed, aiming for the
retrieval of publications reporting PAHs levels in seafood, i.e., in marine species included in
D.M. 19105, 22 September 2017, Annex 1, which details commercially relevant fish species in
Italy, or having “commercial”, “minor commercial”, “subsistence fisheries”, or “of potential
interest” in the “Human uses” section on FishBase (https://www.fishbase.se/search.php,
accessed on 15 January 2022), or whose specimens were recovered from the fish market.
Moreover, publications had to report PAH concentrations measured in marine species
caught in the Adriatic (FAO geographical subareas 17 and 18), Ionian (FAO geographical
subareas 13–16, 19–21) or Tyrrhenian Seas (FAO geographical subareas 8–10, 11.2, 12).

From each publication, we extrapolated several data, including the sample location
and date, species and biological tissue investigated, sample length (cm) and weight (g),
sample size, and PAH concentrations detected (mg/kg) (Table S1 for the full list and
description of variables included in the database). Moreover, the database comprises a
column specifying whether the record comes from wild, farmed or transplanted animals.

Each record was georeferenced, providing latitude and longitude in decimal degrees
of the sampling location. Following [51], a geographic precision code was assigned to each
record (Table S2), based on whether the study provided the exact coordinates or a more or
less precise description of the sample location, from which geographical coordinates were
inferred.

The trophic level of each species was obtained from online resources (Table S3) and
included in the database.

Abbreviations for the biological tissue where PAHs concentration was measured, as
well as for each PAH and molecular weight class (i.e., LMW, MMW or HMW PAHs), are
reported in the Supplementary Materials (Tables S4–S6, respectively).

A column specifying if the reported PAH concentration is expressed in fresh (FW),
wet (WW) or dry weight (DW) was added to the database (Table S7). Moreover, whenever
a study provided concentration in DW, we converted that measure in WW, reporting both
the original and the inferred value in separate columns. In the analyses, FW measurements
were considered WW. For statistical analyses, when the measured concentration was below
the limit of quantification (LOQ) or limit of detection (LOD), and the authors specified
those limits, we assigned to that record a value equal to half the LOQ or LOD.

For conversion from DW to WW, we used the following formula:

C (mg/kg w.w.) = ((100 − % of water) ÷ 100) × C (mg/kg d.w.) (1)

where C is the PAH concentration, and % of water is the percentage of water in the analyzed
tissue. The percentage of water in Mediterranean mussel (Mytilus galloprovincialis) and
Manila clam (Ruditapes philippinarum) was assumed to be equal to 85%, based on personal
data not shown. The percentage of water in common sole (Solea solea) liver, gills and muscle
was assumed to be equal to 72.75%, 70% and 74.4%, respectively, based on [33]. Finally, the
percentage of water in red mullet (Mullus barbatus) fillet was assumed to be equal to 80%,
following [51].

Two health risk indexes (Table S8), excess lifetime cancer risk (ELCR) and target hazard
quotient (THQ), were calculated for each record and included in the database. Specifically,
ELCR was calculated according to the following equation:

ELCR = EF (day/yr) × ED (yr) × IR (kg/day) × CSF (mg kg−1 day) ÷ BW (kg) × AT (2)

where EF is the exposure frequency (365 days/year); ED is the exposure duration, which
was assumed to be equal to the Italian mean life expectancy (83,226 yr) (ISTAT, 2019); IR is

https://www.fishbase.se/search.php
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the ingestion rate, which is equal to the PAH concentration times the mean ingestion rate
of the species (FAOSTAT, 2018); CSF is the cancer slope factor for each of the analyzed PAH
(OEHHA, 2009); BW is the body weight, which was assumed to be equal to the mean body
weight of the Italian population (67 Kg) (ANSA, 2013); and AT is the averaging time, which
is equal to EF×ED. An ELCR above 10−5, which is the acceptable lifetime risk (ALR) [52],
indicates a probability greater than 1 chance over 100,000 of developing cancer [46].

THQ, which indicates the ratio between exposure and the reference dose, was calcu-
lated according to the following equation:

THQ = EF (day/yr) × ED (yr) × IR (kg/day) × C (mg/kg) ÷ RFD (mg kg−1 day) × BW (kg) × AT (3)

where C is the PAH concentration, and RFD the oral reference dose for PAH. When THQ
risk is above 1, it means that THQ is higher than the reference dose, and systemic effects
may occur [46].

Graphs and statistics were produced using RStudio version3.6.1. All the analyses were
carried out after grouping records according to PAHs molecular weight, i.e., analyses were
conducted separately on LMW, MMW and HMW PAHs in each selected species.

After checking the assumption of normality of residual distributions through the
Shapiro–Wilk test (R function: shapiro_test), we used the Wilcoxon rank sum test (R
function: wilcox.test) with data on Mediterranean mussel, Manila clam, red mullet and
common sole to calculate the statistical significance of differences between the mean
concentrations of LMW, MMW and HMW PAHs in those species.

To look for seasonal trends, we used the Wilcoxon rank sum test to calculate the
statistical significance of differences between the mean concentrations of each class of PAHs
in cold (October–March) and warm (April–September) months. Additionally, to control
for potential confounding factors, we repeated the above analysis using non-parametric
ANCOVA (R function: ancova.np), with a sampling depth and sampling year as covariates.
In the present work, we used the same month clustering as in [12,53], which is based
on sea water temperature: January–March (winter), April–June (spring), July–September
(summer) and October–December (autumn).

Finally, to see if there is a relationship between the latitude, sampling depth and
sampling year and the PAH concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught along the
Italian coast of the Adriatic and the Tyrrhenian Seas, we used Kendall’s rank correlation (R
function: pcor; method = “kendall”).

3. Results
3.1. Database Description

Of the 10,704 records included in the database, 5790 were extracted from a database
on contaminants in Mediterranean biota available at https://www.emodnet-chemistry.eu/
data (accessed on 1 December 2021), while the other 4914 are from 38 scientific publica-
tions in peer-reviewed journals. The database was compiled along the lines of the work
of Cinnirella and colleagues (https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.899723) on mercury
concentration in Mediterranean biota [51].

The geographical distribution of sampling sites is shown in Figure 1.
In total, 1025 records are from the Ionian Sea, 4469 from the Adriatic Sea, and 5210 from

the Tyrrhenian Sea (Figure 2).
Mediterranean mussel (Mytilus galloprovincialis, code: Mytgal) is the most studied

species, with 7710 records from 22 sources, followed by Manila clam (Ruditapes philip-
pinarum, code: Rudphi), with 982 records from two sources, and common sole (Solea solea,
code: Solsol), with 344 records from four sources. All the other species are present in this
database with fewer than 250 observations (Figure 3).

https://www.emodnet-chemistry.eu/data
https://www.emodnet-chemistry.eu/data
https://doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.899723
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of sampling sites (red dots). FAO geographical subareas are
reported and colored based whether they belong to Adriatic (cadet blue), Ionian (royal blue) or
Tyrrhenian Seas (turquoise).

Figure 2. Bar plot showing the number of observations (x axis) by sea (i.e., Ionian, Adriatic, and
Tyrrhenian Seas) in this database (y axis), with colors indicating the season in which sampling
took place.

Year of publication goes from 1990 to 2021, while sampling year goes from 1981 to 2019.
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Figure 3. Bar plot showing the number of observations (x axis) for each marine species present in this
database (y axis). The bars are arranged in ascending order of number of observations, by taxonomic
class. On top of each bar, in brackets, is the number of sources from which the above observations
were obtained. Each color corresponds to the taxonomic class of the species. Species codes are on
the X-axis and are made of the first three letter of genus and species. The graph was realized using
ggbreak library (version 0.0.7) in R [54].

3.2. PAHs Concentration by Molecular Weight and by Season

We compared the concentrations of LMW, MMW and HMW PAHs in Mediterranean
mussel, Manila clam, common sole and red mullet, being that these species are the ones
on which more records are available in this database. Summary statistics for each class
of PAHs in each species are reported in Table 2. Statistics and p-values for each test are
reported in Supplementary Materials (Tables S9–S12).

Table 2. Summary statistics on LMW (low molecular weight), MMW (middle molecular weight) and
HMW (high molecular weight) PAHs in Mediterranean mussel, Manila clam, common sole and red
mullet caught in the Adriatic, Ionian and Tyrrhenian Seas. Concentrations are in mg/kg wet weight.

Species PAHs Class 1 Cmean
2 Cmin

3 Cmax
4

Mytilus
galloprovincialis

LMW 0.00942 0.00000 3.96000
MMW 0.01068 0.00000 1.05960
HMW 0.00570 0.00000 0.34500

Ruditapes
philippinarum

LMW 0.00137 0.00000 0.03770
MMW 0.00197 0.00041 0.00810
HMW 0.00058 0.00000 0.00690

Solea solea
LMW 0.00079 0.00006 0.01000
MMW 0.00189 0.00009 0.01037
HMW 0.00914 0.00000 0.73500

Mullus barbatus
LMW 0.01030 0.00011 0.09385
MMW 0.00299 0.00042 0.01050
HMW 0.00090 0.00000 0.00539

1 PAHs class—class of PAHs based on molecular weight, 2 Cmean—mean concentration, 3 Cmin—minimum concen-
tration, 4 Cmax—maximum concentration.
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In all four species, MMW PAHs show the highest mean concentration, followed
by LMW PAHs and, finally, HMW PAHs, which show the lowest mean concentration
(Figure 4). In all cases, the difference between the mean concentration of each PAHs class
was statistically significant (p < 0.05), except for the difference between MMW and LMW
PAHs in red mullet.

Figure 4. PAHs concentration (mg/kg wet weight) by molecular weight in (a) Mediterranean mussel,
(b) Manila clam, (c) common sole, and (d) red mullet. Sample sizes are in brackets; outliers not shown.

For each class of PAHs, we compared mean concentrations measured in cold and
warm months in Mediterranean mussel, Manila clam, and red mullet, controlling for the
effect of sampling depth and sampling year (Figure 5). We excluded common sole from
the analysis because all samples for which sampling date was specified in the original
sources were collected in autumn (October–December). Summary statistics on each variable
included in the present analysis are reported in Table 3.

In Mediterranean mussel, the Wilcoxon rank sum test reveals that both MMW- and
HMW PAHs are present at significantly (p < 0.05) higher concentrations in cold months
(Table S13). Moreover, ANCOVA shows that the same trend is statistically significant, even
after controlling for the sampling depth and sampling year (Table S14).

In Manila clam, the Wilcoxon rank sum test reveals that all PAHs classes (i.e., LMW-,
MMW- and HMW PAHs) are present at significantly higher concentrations in cold months
(Table S15). However, as shown by ANCOVA, the above trend remains statistically signifi-
cant after controlling for sampling year only in LMW- and MMW PAHs (Table S16). Data
on sampling depth for Manila clam were not sufficient to use this variable as covariate
in ANCOVA.
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Figure 5. Comparison of PAHs concentrations (mg/kg wet weight) in cold and warm months in (a)
Mediterranean mussel, (b) Manila clam, and (c) red mullet; sample sizes are in brackets; outliers not shown.

Table 3. Summary statistics on LMW (low molecular weight), MMW (middle molecular weight) and
HMW (high molecular weight) PAHs in Mediterranean mussel, Manila clam and red mullet caught
in different seasons in Adriatic, Ionian and Tyrrhenian Seas. Concentrations are in mg/kg wet weight;
sampling depth is in meters.

Species Period PAHs Class 1 Cmean
2 Cmin

3 Cmax
4 Depthmin

5 Deptmax
6 Yearmin

7 Yearmax
8

Mytilus gallo-
provincialis

Autumn/Winter
LMW 0.00434 0.00000 0.18090 0.00 77.60 1995 2018
MMW 0.01292 0.00000 0.96000 0.00 118.80 1995 2018
HMW 0.00512 0.00000 0.34500 0.00 118.80 1995 2018

Spring/Summer
LMW 0.01155 0.00000 3.96000 0.00 108.00 1981 2017
MMW 0.00908 0.00000 1.05960 0.00 108.00 1981 2017
HMW 0.00601 0.00000 0.18040 0.00 108.00 1981 2017

Ruditapes
philip-

pinarum

Autumn/Winter
LMW 0.00177 0.00000 0.03770 - - 2005 2013
MMW 0.00228 0.00080 0.00770 - - 2005 2013
HMW 0.00066 0.00000 0.00690 - - 2005 2013

Spring/Summer
LMW 0.00087 0.00000 0.00890 - - 2001 2014
MMW 0.00160 0.00041 0.00810 - - 2001 2014
HMW 0.00047 0.00000 0.00600 - - 2001 2014

Mullus
barbatus

Autumn/Winter
LMW 0.00649 0.00016 0.09265 70 70 2004 2019
MMW 0.00315 0.00042 0.01050 70 70 2004 2019
HMW 0.00088 0.00000 0.00539 70 70 2004 2019

Spring/Summer
LMW 0.01477 0.00011 0.09385 70 70 2004 2019
MMW 0.00334 0.00060 0.00749 70 70 2004 2019
HMW 0.00118 0.00000 0.00536 70 70 2004 2019

1 PAHs class—class of PAHs based on molecular weight, 2 Cmean—mean concentration, 3 Cmin—minimum con-
centration, 4 Cmax—maximum concentration, 5 Depthmin—minimum sampling depth, 6 Depthmax—maximum
sampling depth, 7 Yearmin—year of the first sampling campaign, 8 Yearmax—year of the last sampling campaign.
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Finally, in red mullet, both the Wilcoxon rank sum test and ANCOVA show that for
any of the PAH classes, concentrations in warm months are not significantly different from
those in cold months (Tables S17 and S18). Additionally, in the case of red mullet, ANCOVA
was carried out with only sampling year as a covariate, as data on sampling depth were
not sufficient.

3.3. Latitude, Depth and Sampling Year Effect in Mediterranean Mussel

We tested the presence of a relationship between the latitude, sampling depth and
sampling year and the PAH concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught along the
Italian coast of the Adriatic and the Tyrrhenian Seas. Kendall’s rank correlation coefficients
(τb) and p-values are reported in the Supplementary Materials (Tables S19–S30), along with
maps showing the geographical distributions of sampling sites from where data used in
each analysis derive (Figures S1–S4).

3.3.1. Adriatic

Summary statistics on each variable included in the correlation analysis on data from
the Adriatic Sea are reported in Table 4.

Table 4. Summary statistics on LMW (low molecular weight), MMW (middle molecular weight) and
HMW (high molecular weight) PAHs in Mediterranean mussels caught in different seasons along
the Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea. Concentrations are in mg/kg wet weight; sampling depth is
in meters; latitude are in decimal degrees. Reported statistics were calculated after missing-data
removal from concentration, sampling depth, sampling year and latitude columns.

Period PAHs Class 1 Cmean
2 Cmin

3 Cmax
4 Depthmin

5 Depthmax
6 Yearmin

7 Yearmax
8 Latmin

9 Latmax
10

Autumn/Winter
LMW 0.00463 0.00002 0.18090 1.20 24.80 2006 2009 41.60 45.76
MMW 0.00591 0.00015 0.11010 1.20 24.80 2005 2009 41.60 45.76
HMW 0.00382 0.00002 0.34500 1.20 24.80 2005 2009 41.60 45.76

Spring/Summer
LMW 0.01093 0.00000 1.15500 0.01 35.00 2006 2011 40.20 45.77
MMW 0.00396 0.00003 0.03780 0.01 30.60 2005 2017 40.20 45.77
HMW 0.00209 0.00000 0.03150 0.01 30.60 2005 2017 40.20 45.77

1 PAHs class—class of PAHs based on molecular weight, 2 Cmean—mean concentration, 3 Cmin—minimum con-
centration, 4 Cmax—maximum concentration, 5 Depthmin—minimum sampling depth, 6 Depthmax—maximum
sampling depth, 7 Yearmin—year of the first sampling campaign, 8 Yearmax—year of the last sampling campaign,
9 Latmin—minimum latitude of sampling sites, 10 Latmax—maximum of sampling sites.

As Kendall’s rank correlation revealed, after removing the effect of the sampling depth
and sampling year, concentrations of LMW-, MMW- and HMW PAHs in Mediterranean
mussel caught along the Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea turned out to be negatively
correlated with latitude in warm months, while the correlation becomes positive in cold
months. Results are all statistically significant (p < 0.05), except for MMW PAHs in both
periods of the year.

In Mediterranean mussel caught along the Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea, after
removing the effect of the latitude and sampling year, concentrations of LMW-, MMW-
and HMW PAHs are always negatively correlated with the sampling depth. Results are all
statistically significant (p < 0.05), except in the case of MMW PAHs in warm months.

Finally, concentrations of all three classes of PAHs in warm months increase over the
years, while concentrations of all three classes of PAHs in cold months decrease over the
years, after removing the effect of latitude and sampling depth. Results are all statistically
significant (p < 0.05), except for those on MMW PAHs in cold months.

3.3.2. Tyrrhenian

Summary statistics on each variable included in the correlation analysis on data from
the Tyrrhenian Sea are reported in Table 5.

As Kendall’s rank correlation revealed, after removing the effect of the sampling depth
and sampling year, concentrations of LMW-, MMW- and HMW PAHs in Mediterranean
mussel caught in the Tyrrhenian Sea increase with latitude in both cold and warm periods,
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and this increase is statistically significant (p < 0.05) for every PAH class and period of the
year, excluding MMW PAHs.

Table 5. Summary statistics on LMW (low molecular weight), MMW (middle molecular weight) and
HMW (high molecular weight) PAHs in Mediterranean mussels caught in different seasons in the
Tyrrhenian Sea. Concentrations are in mg/kg wet weight; sampling depth is in meters; latitude are in
decimal degrees. Reported statistics were calculated after missing data removal from concentration,
sampling depth, sampling year and latitude columns.

Period PAHs Class 1 Cmean
2 Cmin

3 Cmax
4 Depthmin

5 Depthmax
6 Yearmin

7 Yearmax
8 Latmin

9 Latmax
10

Autumn/Winter
LMW 0.00434 0.00000 0.12000 0.10 49.02 1999 2017 38.54 43.50
MMW 0.02649 0.00000 0.96000 0.10 49.02 1999 2017 38.54 43.50
HMW 0.00953 0.00000 0.20237 0.10 49.02 1999 2017 38.54 43.50

Spring/Summer
LMW 0.00685 0.00000 0.20000 0.19 108.00 1981 2017 38.54 44.42
MMW 0.01234 0.00000 1.05960 0.19 108.00 1981 2017 38.97 44.42
HMW 0.00766 0.00000 0.18040 0.19 108.00 1981 2017 38.54 44.42

1 PAHs class—class of PAHs based on molecular weight, 2 Cmean—mean concentration, 3 Cmin—minimum con-
centration, 4 Cmax—maximum concentration, 5 Depthmin—minimum sampling depth, 6 Depthmax—maximum
sampling depth, 7 Yearmin—year of the first sampling campaign, 8 Yearmax—year of the last sampling campaign,
9 Latmin—minimum latitude of sampling sites, 10 Latmax—maximum of sampling sites.

In Mediterranean mussel caught in the Tyrrhenian Sea, after removing the effect of
the latitude and sampling year, concentrations of LMW in warm months and of MMW in
both periods of the year are negatively correlated with the sampling depth. These results
are always statistically significant (p < 0.05), apart from those on MMW in cold months.
On the contrary, in all other cases (i.e., LMW PAHs in cold months, and HMW PAHs in
both periods of the year), the PAH concentrations and sampling depth turned out to be
positively correlated, always reaching statistical significance, except for HMW PAHs in
warm months.

Finally, concentrations of LMW-, MMW- and HMW PAHs in Mediterranean mussels
caught in the Tyrrhenian Sea, in both cold and warm months, increase over the years, and
this trend is statistically significant (p < 0.05) for LMW- and MMW PAHs in warm months,
and for HMW PAHs in both periods of the year.

3.4. Human Health Risks Assessment

In total, 92 out of 651 (~14%) records of BaP in bivalves exceed the limit of 0.005 mg/kg
set by the EU [11] (Table 1), with most of these records (57) being on Mediterranean mussels
caught in the Tyrrhenian Sea. Conversely, none of the 26 records of PAH4 in bivalves exceed
the limit of 0.03 mg/kg set by the EU [11] (Table 1).

In this database, assuming a consumption rate equal to the average per capita con-
sumption in Italy (FAOSTAT, 2018), ELCR values range from a minimum of 1.36 × 10−10 to
a maximum of 4.52 × 10−4, which is reached by a record of dibenzo(a,i)pyrene (DaiP) in
Mediterranean mussel. A total of 324 out of 5275 records (~6%) exceeds the threshold value
of 10−5 for ELCR. Records exceeding ELCR threshold value are mostly on Mediterranean
mussel (225), while dibenzo(a,h)anthracene (DahA) is the compound most frequently
associated with such high ELCR values.

THQ values range from a minimum of 2.2 × 10−9 to a maximum of ~0.13, which is
reached by a record of BaP in Mediterranean mussel. Therefore, none of the records in
this database exceeds the threshold value of 1 for THQ. THQ distributions for some of the
most consumed species in Italy [55] are reported in Figure 6. As can be seen, among those
included in the graph, European anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus), blue mussel (Mytilus
edulis) and European hake (Merluccius merluccius) are the first three species showing the
highest median THQ.
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Figure 6. Boxplots showing the THQs distribution in several marine species included in this database.
Species codes are on the X-axis and are made of the first three letter of genus and species. Boxplots
are in ascending order from left to right, based on median values; outliers not shown.

4. Discussion

The development of this database on PAHs in seafood caught in the Western and
Central Mediterranean Sea showed that most of the studies carried out from 1990 to 2021
focused on the Tyrrhenian and Adriatic Seas, with fewer records coming from the Ionian
Sea. Moreover, Mediterranean mussel was by far the most studied species, accounting for
more than half of records in the database. This is not surprising, given that, along with
red mullet, Mediterranean mussel is considered one of the most suitable organisms to
be used in biomonitoring studies, because of the widespread distribution, the ability to
accumulate contaminants to a degree proportional to their bioavailability, as well as the
ease of sampling [41,56].

In this database, MMW PAHs and LMW PAHs showed higher concentrations than
HMW PAHs in Mediterranean mussel, Manila clam, common sole and red mullet. This
is in line with the expectations, given the greater solubility and bioavailability of lighter
PAHs and the faster metabolism of the heavier ones [12].

In a recent investigation carried out using large-scale monitoring data on PAHs in
sediments of the Mediterranean Sea [57], the authors found that the two most prevalent
PAHs in the Western Mediterranean basin were fluoranthene (Flu) and phenanthrene
(Phe), with the former being the most abundant also in the Adriatic Sea and in the Central
Mediterranean basin. In view of this, it is interesting to note that, in our meta-analysis, Flu
and Phe are also the most abundant PAHs in both Mediterranean mussel and Manila clam
(Figures S5 and S6), which are benthic filter-feeding bivalves, and so may be particularly
prone to absorbing PAHs accumulated in bottom sediments, after their remobilization.

The analysis on seasonality shows that PAH concentrations tend to be higher in speci-
mens sampled in cold months (October–March), and this trend is statistically significant in
both Mediterranean mussel and Manila clam, confirming what several studies, including
those in this database, found independently [8,16,19,29,32,41].

As suggested by previous investigators, the reason for such a seasonal pattern may
lie both in the biology of these species and in changes in the emission and mobilization
of PAHs in the environment. PAHs are lipophilic compounds [49], and as such, they
accumulate preferentially in lipid-rich tissues [50]. Given that the lipid content of tissues of
marine species can vary under the effect of, for example, nutritional [13] and reproductive
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status [35,58], one might speculate that seasonal fluctuations in such parameters may
be reflected in PAH concentration changes. However, this should not be the case with
Mediterranean mussel, since several investigations carried out in the Mediterranean Sea
found higher lipid content in mussel sampled during summer [59,60], and this is likely
due to the depletion of lipids that takes place after spawning [58,60]. Another possibility
is that higher PAHs concentrations in winter are the result of increased PAH emission
through, for example, domestic heat [12,17,61,62] and industrial activities [63]. Moreover,
in summer, the degradation of PAHs, especially of the lighter ones (i.e., LMW PAHs) [63,64],
is enhanced by UV radiation, high temperatures, and ozone [65]. On the other hand, low
seawater temperature in winter can inhibit the microbial degradation of PAHs [66,67].
Additionally, the resuspension of particulate matter that takes place during winter via sea
storms [19] and water mixing [12] could foster PAHs availability and accumulation in filter
feeding organisms, such as mussels, and this is particularly true for heavier and more
recalcitrant PAHs [12,68].

In red mullet, lighter (i.e., LMW) and heavier (i.e., MMW and HMW) PAHs show
opposite trends, with the former being present at greater concentrations during warm
months, and the latter during cold months. Frapiccini and colleagues [35] suggested
that higher LMW PAHs in summer months might be related to an increase in maritime
traffic during this period of the year, while the increase in heavier PAHs concentrations
observed in winter might be caused by a reduced expression in detoxification enzymes in
red mullet [69], along with the environmental factors that are hypothesized to determine the
same pattern in Mediterranean mussel. Nevertheless, in our meta-analysis, the difference
between PAHs concentrations in warm and cold months was not statistically significant.
Moreover, it is important to note that, analyzing the liver of red mullets caught in the
Northern Adriatic Sea, Guerranti and colleagues [30] found higher levels of PAHs in
autumn than in spring, but they found the opposite trend in the liver of red mullets caught
in the Southern Adriatic and Tyrrhenian Seas.

In this database, concentrations of PAHs in Mediterranean mussel caught along the
Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea are negatively correlated with latitude in warm months,
(average τb ∼= − 0.2). On the contrary, concentrations of PAHs and latitude show a positive
correlation (average τb ∼= 0.2) in cold months. We tentatively attribute the above results
to the water masses circulation that characterizes the Adriatic Sea, and/or to the seasonal
changes in the river discharge from the Italian coast. The major riverine freshwater input
in the Adriatic Sea [70], the Po River, flows into the northern part of the basin, with greater
discharge in spring and autumn, and lower discharge in summer [53]. In winter, the Po
plume flows mostly southward [53] along the Italian coast, forming the Western Adriatic
Current, a buoyant fresher water layer more than 50 m deep [71]. Moreover, in this period
of the year, the cold Bora wind that affects the region causes the cooling of the sea surface
layer, resulting in the complete vertical mixing of the sea water. This in turn leads to the
resuspension of the bottom sediments and, therefore, to the remobilization of contaminants
accumulated therein [53]. On the other hand, during spring and summer, the strong thermal
stratification of the water results in the offshore propagation of the Po plume, which reaches
the center of the basin [53].

Considering all the above, we hypothesize that the positive correlation between the
PAH concentration and latitude observed in cold months may be due to, or at least favored
by, the increased input of pollutants from the Po River, coupled with the resuspension of
contaminants determined by the cooling action of the Bora wind in the northern Adriatic
Sea. This latitudinal trend may be disrupted in warm months because of a greater contribu-
tion of pollutants from local rivers in the middle Adriatic, given the weaker influence of
the Po plume on the regions south of the Po delta.

Our results seem to agree with a previous study analyzing nutrients transport along
the Western Adriatic coast [70]. Indeed, what that study found is that, in winter, nu-
trient concentrations in water decreased southward from the Po River, while in spring,
concentrations off Pescara were higher than concentrations in the Po area.
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Although above explanation might sound plausible, our results should be interpreted
with caution, considering the high data heterogeneity and the different geographical distri-
bution of observations during warm and cold months, the latter being more discontinuous
(Figure S2).

The negative correlation (average τb ∼= − 0.2) observed between the sampling depth
and PAH concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught along the Italian coast of the
Adriatic Sea is in accordance with several past investigations. A study carried out in
the Western Mediterranean Sea revealed a higher PAH content in suspended particulate
matter collected near the sea surface compared to that sampled from deep water [72],
while another study found similar results in water samples collected in the Baltic Sea [66].
Moreover, in [7], concentrations of PAHs in Mediterranean mussels collected in the Gulf of
Naples were negatively correlated with sampling depth. We hypothesize that the observed
bathymetric gradient may be due, at least in the Adriatic Sea, to a greater impact of river
discharge at a low depth.

Concerning the discrepancy between results of the correlation analyses on the PAH
concentration and sampling year, with concentrations increasing over the years in warm
months and decreasing over the years in cold months, we were not able to find a likely
explanation based on information retrieved from the literature. Overall, we cannot exclude
that our results are an artefact stemming from the high degree of heterogeneity of the
data collected in the database. Moreover, it is notable that data on PAH concentrations in
Mediterranean mussel caught along the Western Adriatic coast in cold months are from
the periods 2006–2009 and 2005–2009, for LMW PAHs and for MMW- and HMW PAHs,
respectively, while data on mussels caught in warm months cover a longer period of time
(2006–2011 and 2005–2017 for LMW PAHs and for MMW- and HMW PAHs, respectively)
(Table 4); therefore, we cannot rule out the possibility of an actual declining trend in PAH
concentrations in the period covered by data on cold months, whose signal is lost in the
broader period that the data on warm months span. In this regard, it is interesting to
note that an oscillating temporal trend of PAHs concentrations was observed in Adriatic
sediments by Rizzi and colleagues [57], with several PAHs showing a decrease in concen-
trations until the years between 2005 and 2010, when a new increase took place (Figure S2
of [57]).

Turning to mussels from the Tyrrhenian Sea, we observed a latitudinal trend, consistent
across the three PAHs classes, in both periods of the year, that is, an increase in PAH
concentrations from the southern to the northern part of the basin (average τb ∼= 0.1).
Interpreting the above results is challenging, given the low number of sampling sites,
especially in cold months, and their uneven geographical distribution along the Italian
coast. Therefore, we limit ourselves to observe that, in the Tyrrhenian Sea, the salinity of
the shallower water mass (0–150 m) follows the same latitudinal trend that we observed
for the PAH concentration in mussels, passing from 36.2 psu in the southern region to 38.4
in the northern [73]; salinity superior or equal to 37 psu has been shown to slow down
the degradation of PAH molecules [64]. Moreover, water circulation in the Tyrrhenian Sea
is dominated by a wide cyclonic path that enters the basin through the Sardinia Channel
and flows along the Sicilian and Italian coasts [73]. Thereby, it could be that mussels at
more northerly latitudes are affected not only by local input of contaminants, but also by
the substances that currents catch along their path. Finally, it is worth noting that, as can
be seen from the marine traffic density map [74] of the European Atlas of the Seas [75],
the Tyrrhenian coast of Calabria, in the southern part of the basin, is the least affected by
vessel traffic.

The inconsistency between the results of the correlation analysis on PAH concen-
trations and sampling depth in the Tyrrhenian Sea is not easy to interpret, and again, it
may represent a simple artefact of data heterogeneity. The statistically significant neg-
ative correlation between sampling depth and LMW- and MMW PAHs concentrations
in warm months is in line with the results on LMW- and HMW PAHs in the Adriatic
Sea and may be attributable to a greater impact of river discharge at low depth. On the
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contrary, we found that LMW- and HMW PAHs measured in the Tyrrhenian Sea in cold
months significantly increase with sampling depth. Although we cannot find a convincing
explanation to such a pattern, it is noteworthy that the Tyrrhenian Sea is rich in volcanic
submarine structures [76,77], which can be important contributors of pyrolytic PAHs in the
environment [78,79]. As such, we hypothesize that Tyrrhenian mussels that inhabit greater
depths may be more susceptible to contamination driven by submarine volcanism, being at
the same time less affected by river discharge.

The increasing trend of PAH concentrations in Mediterranean mussels from Tyrrhenian
Sea is in line with recent findings suggesting that, in recent years, concentrations of these
compounds in Mediterranean Sea sediments have increased, especially in the western part
of the basin, probably as an effect of a parallel rise in PAH emissions from forest fires [57].

Both human and animal studies point to PAH exposure as being detrimental for the
health, due to, for example, their carcinogenicity, teratogenicity and endocrine-disrupting
effects [2]. Accordingly, the EU set a maximum level of several PAHs in fresh and smoked
seafood to be sold [11] (Table 1). None of the records included in this database exceed
those limits. Moreover, based on FAOSTAT data on per capita seafood consumption in Italy
(FAOSTAT, 2018), none of the records in this database exceed the threshold value of 1 for
THQ, pointing to a minimum risk of running into systemic effects at a consumption rate like
the one typical of the Italian population. Conversely, in around 6% of cases, samples exceed
the threshold value of 10−5 for ELCR, pointing to a probability of greater than 1 chance over
100,000 of developing cancer [46]. Ultimately, at a consumption rate like the one typical of
the Italian population, seafood caught from the area considered in the present work seems to
pose a minimal risk to health. However, it should be considered that the seafood ingestion
rate is variable among the population [80], and that an individual is simultaneously exposed
to several PAH sources, from both ingestion and other routes. Furthermore, it is vital to
note the emerging role of genetics in shaping individual susceptibility to PAHs [81].

5. Conclusions

Gathering the results of several investigations, we produced a database on PAHs in
seafood from the Western and Central Mediterranean Sea. A clear imbalance in favor of
studies addressing PAHs in bivalve mollusks emerged.

The meta-analysis carried out on the database led us to obtain potential hints on
factors (e.g., reproductive status, water masses circulation, and river discharge seasonal
variability) that could determine differences in the PAH contamination of marine species.

The assessment of human health risks posed by PAH seafood contamination showed
that, at a consumption rate like the one typical of the Italian population, seafood caught
from the study areas seems to pose a minimal risk to health. Despite this, concerns may
arise considering the individual susceptibility to PAHs exposure as well as the apparent
increasing trend of PAHs levels observed in both environmental matrices and sea animals.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/app12062776/s1. Table S1: Columns of the database Table S2: Geographic precision code used
in the database. Table S3: Sources of the trophic levels of the organisms included in the database.
Table S4: Tissues codes used in the database. Table S5: PAHs included in the database. Table S6:
PAHs molecular weight abbreviations used in the database. Table S7: Water content abbreviations
used in the database. Table S8: Indices and formulas included in the database. Table S9: Pairwise
comparisons between the three PAH classes in Mediterranean mussel, using Wilcoxon rank sum
test. P-value adjustment method: Benjamini–Hochberg. Table S10: Pairwise comparisons between
the three PAHs classes in Manila clam, using Wilcoxon rank sum test. P-value adjustment method:
Benjamini–Hochberg. Table S11: pairwise comparisons between the three PAHs classes in common
sole, using Wilcoxon rank sum test. P-value adjustment method: Benjamini–Hochberg. Table S12:
Pairwise comparisons between the three PAHs classes in red mullet, using Wilcoxon rank sum
test. P-value adjustment method: Benjamini–Hochberg. Table S13: Comparison between mean
concentrations measured in cold and warm months in Mediterranean mussel, using Wilcoxon rank
sum test with continuity correction. Table S14: Comparison between mean concentrations measured
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in cold and warm months in Mediterranean mussel, controlling for the effect of sampling depth and
sampling year with ANCOVA. Table S15: Comparison between mean concentrations measured in
cold and warm months in Manila clam, using Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity correction.
Table S16: Comparison between mean concentrations measured in cold and warm months in Manila
clam, controlling for the effect of sampling year with ANCOVA. Table S17: Comparison between
mean concentrations measured in cold and warm months in red mullet, using Wilcoxon rank sum
test with continuity correction. Table S18: Comparison between mean concentrations measured in
cold and warm months in red mullet, controlling for the effect of sampling year with ANCOVA. Table
S19: Pairwise correlation coefficients with p-values (among brackets) between latitude, sampling
depth and sampling year and LMW PAHs concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught along the
Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea in warm months, Table S20: Pairwise correlation coefficients with
p-values (among brackets) between latitude, sampling depth and sampling year and LMW PAHs
concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught along the Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea in cold
months. Table S21: Pairwise correlation coefficients with p-values (among brackets) between latitude,
sampling depth and sampling year and MMW PAHs concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught
along the Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea in warm months. Table S22: Pairwise correlation coefficients
with p-values (among brackets) between latitude, sampling depth and sampling year and MMW
PAHs concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught along the Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea in
cold months. Table S23: Pairwise correlation coefficients with p-values (among brackets) between
latitude, sampling depth and sampling year and HMW PAHs concentrations in Mediterranean mussel
caught along the Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea in warm months. Table S24: Pairwise correlation
coefficients with p-values (among brackets) between latitude, sampling depth and sampling year and
HMW PAHs concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught along the Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea
in cold months. Table S25: Pairwise correlation coefficients with p-values (among brackets) between
latitude, sampling depth and sampling year and LMW PAHs concentrations in Mediterranean
mussel caught in the Tyrrhenian Sea in warm months. Table S26: Pairwise correlation coefficients
with p-values (among brackets) between latitude, sampling depth and sampling year and LMW
PAHs concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught in the Tyrrhenian Sea in cold months. Table
S27: Pairwise correlation coefficients with p-values (among brackets) between latitude, sampling
depth and sampling year and MMW PAHs concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught in the
Tyrrhenian Sea in warm months. Table S28: Pairwise correlation coefficients with p-values (among
brackets) between latitude, sampling depth and sampling year and MMW PAHs concentrations in
Mediterranean mussel caught in the Tyrrhenian Sea in cold months. Table S29: Pairwise correlation
coefficients with p-values (among brackets) between latitude, sampling depth and sampling year
and HMW PAHs concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught in the Tyrrhenian Sea in warm
months. Table S30: Pairwise correlation coefficients with p-values (among brackets) between latitude,
sampling depth and sampling year and HMW PAHs concentrations in Mediterranean mussel caught
in the Tyrrhenian Sea in cold months. Figure S1: Geographical distributions of sampling sites of
Mediterranean mussel caught along the Italian coast of the Adriatic Sea in warm months. Figure
S2: Geographical distributions of sampling sites of Mediterranean mussel caught along the Italian
coast of the Adriatic Sea in cold months. Figure S3: Geographical distributions of sampling sites
of Mediterranean mussel caught in the Tyrrhenian Sea in warm months. Figure S4: Geographical
distributions of sampling sites of Mediterranean mussels caught in the Tyrrhenian Sea in cold months.
Figure S5: Boxplots of the concentration of single PAHs in Mediterranean mussel. The color of the
boxes indicates the molecular weight of the given PAH. Boxplots are arranged in ascending order by
median. Figure S6: Boxplots of the concentration of single PAHs in Manila clam. The color of the
boxes indicates the molecular weight of the given PAH. Boxplots are arranged in ascending order
by median.
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